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Two men rob TGI Friday's at gunpoint

JOANNA BLACKSTONE reports

The TGI Friday's in the Waterford Lakes Town Center was robbed at gunpoint by two unidentified men just before 3 a.m. Wednesday.

"It's an unfortunate incident," said Shawn Hupp, the kitchen manager at Friday's.

Ashley Holmes, who was bartending at the restaurant the night of the robbery, said in a phone interview that she left early because it was her birthday.

She said she was at Friendly Goodness, a sports bar she also works at in Waterford Lakes, when she found out Friday's had been robbed.

Her manager called her later that night and told her that the security guard had filled the bill with the suspect.

Holmes said she almost missed them walk in the back door as she left out the side door.

"Someone was emptying trash and they pulled a gun on him and told him to open the back door," Holmes said.

According to the police report, the server was finding counting money and walked back into the office area where a man pointed a handgun at her. One of the suspects grabbed the manager and hit him with his handbag.

At least two employees reported that they stepped out of view of the suspect to call 911, although Holmes said she heard it take the police a longer-than-expected time to respond.

"They cleared out the cash," Holmes said. "I don't know exactly how much they walked out with, not that much. A few grand maybe. They took all the money from Friday's, none of our personal money in our pockets." Holmes.

"There was only like a few people left. The bartenders didn't even know what was going on," Holmes said. "They were held up in the kitchen ... our floors are really slippery. They were slipping everywhere trying to get away."

The police report stated that the suspects were seen leaving from the back door and running toward a champions-organized four-door sedan, which was later described as a black or gray sedan.

Witnesses told police that the suspects were seen leaving in a black or gray sedan.

No arrests have been made yet.

The Orlando Police Department released a statement regarding the robbery.

"The Orlando Police Department is investigating a recent robbery that occurred at TGI Friday's on Lake Breeze Drive," the statement read. "The suspect has not been arrested. The Orlando Police Department asks anyone with information to call 407-836-9050."

Thirty minutes after the police report was released, a suspect in a black or gray sedan was seen leaving the area.

Allegations of drug sales close Roxxy

ROBYN SIDERSKY Staff Writer

Whether you enjoy being fooled by magic or laughing until your stomach aches, there's no doubt you'll find an event to your liking at Tuesday's Comedy Week, presented by the Orlando Police Department and the Central Florida Future.

The event, held by the Campus Activities Board in the Student Union of the University of Central Florida, will feature a night of comedy from 8 to 10 p.m. and is free to the public.

"The idea for the tournament came from a former student who was a security guard," said Greg Smith, a security guard and member of the campus activity board.

The show is part of Comedy Central's Comedy Central Comedy Month, which has traveled to schools all over the country.
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ORLANDO BAR ANP UP FOR PLASTIC GUITAR CHAMPIONSHIP

Misty Gatti: Contributing Writer

Imagine wishing into a bar and being surrounded by Gene Simmons and Ozzy Osbourne. That is one of many possibilities this weekend at Backbooth's First Ever Guitar Fight.

The idea for the tournament started last December at the second annual Florida's Dying Rock Fight, a night in downtown Orlando at Backbooth's.

The scene in question, like the film, is a parody of campus elections. Struckhoff plays the oversize political poster, and extra Tongue Osbourne plays the buffeted minority running to get to class without being haunted by a moment of the campaign. Struckhoff's character throws his campaign literature at Osbourne and a chase ensues. It was at this point that Struckhoff's umbrella-pleading, emotional campaign literature was fabricated for film, smashed into the young man.

"I don't think he knew we were making a movie," electrical engineering major Ragan Garcia said. "I think he was just simply doing his job."

Students enjoyed watching the film, which is being advertised as part of a promotion for the upcoming short film, "The Guy." The film is set to premiere this spring at the Student Union Film Festival.

"I thought it was really well done," said Emily Plummer, a sophomore art education major. "It was really funny and clever."
**FINDING HER VOICE**

Conquering shyness, Naranjo speaks out for the Latin minority

**MARIA TABA**

Editor's Note: This article is the eighth and final story in the Heezy stories series, which has profiled one unique student from each undergraduate college at UCF.

Every Thursday at 6 p.m., during the Diversified Greek Council meetings, Cristina Naranjo puts her fears aside, stands up in front of a group of mostly and sometimes people and shares a story in the minority Greek futures of UCF. This 22-year-old UCF senior is president of the organization that promotes culturally based gatherings and recruitment on campus. She’s also Salute Captain for her Latin balcony, Lambda Theta Alpha, and holds a leadership position in the Hispanic American Student Association.

Naranjo deems herself the “firefighter’s voice” at UCF two words that she would have never used to describe herself before.

It’s ironic because Naranjo usually stays quiet, giving off a little shyness during conversations but let that be the person on the receiving and judging the shyness. It’s even more ironic, she said, to be involved so heavily with Latin associations because at one point in her life she shunned her heritage altogether.

“It wasn’t cool to know Spanish where I grew up,” she said. “I stopped speaking Spanish for six months when I was nine years old so I could try and fit in.”

Growing up in the southern Florida city of Pembroke Pines, she was “the only Hispanic kid in my class, one of two in the school and only one of four minority kids.”

With her mother from Puerto Rico and her father from Colombia, Naranjo found herself struggling to fit in with her predominantly white neighborhood.

It was her mother who brought her culture and her customs to shores.

After all, she was a political advocate for Latin people in her area and it’s now the director of Human Resources for the Latin American and Caribbean regions of the major expression company. Klick.

“Why them had a strong love for our culture,” Naranjo said. “There wasn’t a day in our house that she wasn’t playing Latin music.”

When Naranjo graduates from UCF, she’ll have nearly six years under her belt.

The self-proclaimed “super senior” has held numerous leadership positions among Hispanic organizations on campus and beyond, including president of Balsa only two years after she joined.

Naranjo’s participation in Balsa is especially important to her because the club is the only organization that participates in Hispanic Heritage Month on campus.

Bringing awareness to Hispanic organizations has been one of Naranjo’s top priorities.

“I’ve just been helping by letting people know these organizations do exist,” she said.

It’s a far cry from the girl she once was, and she said she credits her identity,启动er, for her transformation.

For 12 years, Naranjo and her sister shared the same bedrooms, but had little else to common.

When her mother divorced them in the same outfit, Naranjo wanted it is people, while her sister wanted it is kids.

When Naranjo walked around the neighborhood, she would be called “bilingual” and “bicultural.”
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CONTEST

How to enter:

1. Find the IF question on our website (www.if.ucf.edu).
2. Follow the instructions posted.
3. Submit your answer.
4. Win!

The five most information fluent students will receive a gift card to Regal Cinemas at Waterford Lakes good for both movies & concessions.

Previous Winner: Nancy San Francisco
-Won 4 tickets from Regal Cinemas in Waterford Lakes.

Submit your answer by February 23rd.

www.if.ucf.edu

How Information Fluent are YOU?

WELLNESS EXPO 2007

FEATURES:

FREE FOOD
Food by Domino's & Citipens
Drinks by Coca Cola

PRIZES
Over $1000 in prizes!

TATTOOS
Air Ink Airbrush Tattoos

CHAMP CHALLENGE
Participate for chance to win 2 night 3 day stay at Star Island Resort in Kissimmee!

D.J. D-STRONG
from 102 Jamz

For more info call 407.823.5841

11am to 3pm
Rec & Wellness Center
Tuesday, March 6th

presented by UCF Reach for Wellness &
the Student Wellness Advocates Team

The field of study that deals mainly with methods of teaching and learning in schools.

Start the New Year with a first-class formation in Education

Join us at Carlos Albizu University

CAU is fully accredited by the Middle States Commission of Higher Education

Exciting and challenging programs include:

- Bachelor of Arts in Elementary Education
- English for Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL)
- Master of Science in Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages (TESOL)
- Master of Science in Exceptional Student Education (ESE)

Personalized attention, small class settings and flexible schedules are just a few of the great assets that CAU has to offer.

Inquire about our other undergraduate and graduate programs in:

Business Administration
Psychology

Call Now or visit our Website!

1-888-GO-TO-CAU
(468-86228)

www.mia.albizu.edu
2173 NW 99 Avenue, Miami, FL 33172

A PRIVATE, NON-PROFIT, FULLY-ACCRREDITED INSTITUTION
ASSOCIATED PRESS

New Mexico university seeks to keep speaker out

LAS VEGAS, N.M. - New Mexico Highlands University has agreed to pay a former immigration attorney $325,000 to settle a lawsuit alleging the tenure denial was racially motivated because he isn't Hispanic.

The university's student association is hoping to recruit a new tenure track professor from the Mormon faith to expose students to other views when a non-Hispanic tenure denial recently occurred. Since Romney's selection was announced, 140 students have signed a petition urging the university to cancel Romney's speech. The university has agreed to pay a former immigration attorney $325,000 to settle a lawsuit alleging the tenure denial was racially motivated because he isn't Hispanic.
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THE HONOR SOCIETY OF
PHI KAPPA PHI

What does Phi Kappa Phi represent?

- Prestige. Phi Kappa Phi is the nation’s oldest, largest and most selective all-discipline honor society.
- High Standards. Only the top 10% of seniors and 7.5% of juniors, having completed at least 72 semester hours, are eligible for membership. Graduate students in the upper 10% also qualify, as do faculty, professional staff, and alumni who have achieved scholarly distinction.
- Awards. Phi Kappa Phi awards more than $500,000 annually to outstanding members and chapters. No other honor society awards as much.

There are many reasons to join Phi Kappa Phi. The best, however, is this:

You’ve worked hard. You’ve earned it.

For more information, please contact:

Dr. Diane I. Neff, President
Phi Kappa Phi Chapter 232
Physical Plant, Building 16A
P.O. Box 163600
Orlando, FL 32816-3600
dneff@mail.ucf.edu
407-823-0038

Membership in PKP does not conflict with memberships in other honor societies.

Look for your invitation to

Prepare Yourself
for a future in podiatric medicine

If you’re planning a career in medicine, consider the field of podiatric medicine.
As a podiatric physician, you diagnose, treat, and help patients prevent disorders and injuries to the foot and ankle.

Barry University’s program in podiatric medicine offers you extensive research facilities, distinguished hospital and medical center affiliations, and excellent opportunities for residency programs and externships across the United States.

As a student at Barry University, you join a caring community on a graceful, green campus in Miami Shores, Florida.

Find out if Barry is where you belong.

Visit us at barry.edu/podiatry.

where you belong

BARRY UNIVERSITY

SCHOOL OF GRADUATE MEDICAL SCIENCES
11500 N. 2nd Avenue
Miami Shores, FL 33161-6695
305-899-3130 or 800-756-6000, ext 3130
E-mail: mweiner@mail.barry.edu
www.barry.edu/podiatry

The 4th Annual Showcase of
Diverse Student Research

April 3, 2007
UCF Orlando Campus, Student Union
Pegasus Ballroom: 9:00 am - 5:00 pm

Hosted by the UCF Division of Graduate Studies and the Graduate Student Association, the Graduate Research Forum will include poster displays and oral presentations of student research and creative projects. The forum is open to UCF graduate students in all disciplines and the community is welcome to attend.

www.graduate.ucf.edu/ResearchForum

2007 UCF RESEARCH WEEK
SOCIETY IN RESEARCH
RESEARCH IN SOCIETY
Presented by United Space Alliance
Symposium to address Nike sweatshops

Activists' multimedia presentation highlights grim working conditions

BRITTANY CURRIER
Contacting Vote

Nike is one of the most recognizable brands all over the world, raking in revenue of $15 billion per year, but it is also a company that has been highly criticized for sweatshops abroad in its overseas factories.

Jim Keady and Leslie Kretzu, co-founders of Educating for Justice Inc., will deliver their presentation, Behind the Swoosh: Sweatshops and Social Justice, tonight at 7 p.m. in the Pegasus Hallman. It will cover the conditions at Nike sweatshops in Indonesia.

"We have rules that weren't supposed to be possible to implement — really at all," Holmes said. "After it was in place, we realized when we opened the door, the customers were coming inside, and we realized that people were coming inside and they were breaking into our building.

I don't feel unsafe working there at all," Holmes said. "I worked at the Friday's in Melbourne, and we got robbed at gunpoint one time, too. I'm just glad no one got hurt. It's just corporate money.

COLLEGE NIGHT
Every Tuesday and Thursday

32 oz.
BIG DADDYS ONLY $6.99
7-CLOSED!

$5.29 Lunch Specials 11-4 Monday - Friday
Happy Hour Monday - Friday 4-7

WingHouse of Winter Park • www.WingHouse.com

The Gatherings

Amenities:
• Pool
• 24-hour Fitness Center
• Computer Center
• Basketball Court
• Volleyball Court
• Picnic Tables & Grills
• Car Wash Area
• Gated Community

Included with Monthly Rent:
• Individual Leases
• Alarm
• Water & Sewer cap $240
• Basic Cable w/HBO
• Washer & Dryer
• Valet Trash
• High Speed Ethernet

4 Bedroom / 4 Bathroom Townhome

3961 Gathering Drive • Orlando • 407-673-4401
Same old routes; new buses

Buses expected to ease traffic and free up parking spaces

SAMUEL J. STICKOFF

five new buses, docked our with black stripes and UCF logos, began shuttling students between Pegasus Landing and the main campus on Thursday.

Director of Parking Services John Clark said the custom-made Blue Bird Corporation buses are expected to free up 10,000 to 15,000 parking spaces a day based on the numbers in use of parking spaces.

Four spots face the walls of the new buses, with handrails on the ceiling to accommodate standing passengers. The new buses can carry more students than the older 40-seat capacity American Coach models. Bill Merkle, the UCF vice president for Administration and Planning, said the new buses can accommodate 79 students, though an American Coach manager said the maximum capacity for students. Clark said, "If the driver doesn't notice, an 80 people can get on this bus."

The campus account for the new buses account for 46 percent of students who take the bus to the campus. Clark estimates an average of 30 percent of the students riding the bus buses ones behind.

Free shows will feature well-known acts

Doors will open at 7:30 p.m., and the show will run from 8 to 10 p.m. Students must present their UCF ID at the door. A free sandwich and video tape will be awarded.

The show is a part of the program is known for his appearances on VH1's "Don't Forget the Lyrics" and "The Price is Right." The Peppin Hall will hold 1,000 people, when all seats are full, the doors will be closed. Nickels will be sold, students will be served on a first come-first served basis.

If comedy isn't your thing, maybe Illusionist Andrie Kole will entertain you.

Campus Crusade for Christ and SGA are bringing Kole to the UCF Arena for a one-night only show.

Doors open at 8 p.m., and the show will run from 9 p.m. to 11 p.m.

Performing with Kole is DAVE, a group of magicians who will be on campus Monday and Tuesday. The show is a preview to the main performances.

Kole has performed for millions of people around the world in 75 countries and all 50 states. He is known for working with David Copperfield.
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Braving the Arctic to study it

Program focuses on exploring the Arctic, Antarctica

JORDAN FABER  Tribune Staff

Producer Geoffrey Clark introduced his Abandoned in the Arctic in the first of the UCF Science Thursday along with a related exhibit kicking off the International Polar Year, a scientific program focused on the Arctic and Antarctic.

The film documents a trip taken by James Sheldon to retrace the footsteps of his great, great grandfather Adolphus Greely, a Civil War hero who led 24 men—the Lady Franklin Bay Expedition—through the Arctic as part of the first IPY in 1882. After three years, only six were returned from that expedition.

The International Council for Science and the World Meteorological Organization have organized the fourth IPY, which will actually take place over the course of two years starting this March. The entire time will give scientists a chance to own both the Arctic and Antarctic.

In Clark's documentary, the 28 men set off to break Greely's record for traveling farther north. After achieving their goal, the men suffer from starvation and exhaustion, dark winters as they wait to be picked up by a boat that never comes.

Clark found the story so interesting that he continued to study the event for 20 years. Also present at the film screening was Glenn Stein, historian for the IPY and published author who has studied polar exploration for 23 years.

"It's a great testament to the human spirit," Stein said. "People today look up to athletes and celebrities, but this is just amazing heroism.

Shedl, the journeying descendant of Greely shared Stein's sentiment in the movie, saying, "I'm surprised at how few people have heard [Greely's] story.

Stein is also responsible for the Lady Franklin Bay Expedition exhibit, which the library will hold all month of May. The exhibit complements Stein's presentations of letters and other monomemals related to the IPY.

The upcoming IPY will include the work of thousands of scientists from more than 80 countries and involve more than 200 scientific sites that cover a wide range of physical, biological, and social research topics, according to the UPI Website.

"It's important America," Stein said. "This is one of the few times in our age that we've been polar bear.

One particular aspect concerning Stein's project is his study of previous endeavors. It takes place at the fiscal point of accumulating evidence for global warming. Shrinking glaciers, atmospheric issues and isolated durations of snow and ice in the polar ice caps represent a trend that might not have been clear to scientists during the last IPY in 1882.

Nearly one year ago, in April, Time magazine reported that the "polar ice caps are melting faster than ever." Following that, in May, Al Gore's Running Mate gave even wider audiences a chance to weigh the scientific evidence themselves.

As firstly in the IPY seems, though, representatives have added little about any relationship between global warming and the research being conducted over the next two years. While the scientific community remains undecided about the human factor behind global warming, evidence still shows that problems exist, leaving the subject somewhat in the air.

According to Clark, global warming issues will be a large focus for the scientists involved in the IPY, and many of their studies will shed light on this subject. He added that scientists will likely keep quiet as long as the Bush administration is still pushing the NNA.

They say nothing about humans causing global warming," Clark said. "They only talk about a natural climate change.

During the IPY launch recently, when someone in the crowd asked about the subject, he added that the subject research was immediately brushed.

Soon, Clark plans to organize weekly showings of his documentary to allow as many students as possible the opportunity to view it.

Yanked liquor license forces club doors shut

The popular Doubletree Hotel's biggest club faces some of the nation's most stringent liquor laws.

A four-month investigation led to a decision from Orlando police to do business.

FAX 41

changes, including the sale and delivery of cocaine and trafficking of MDMA — commonly known as Ecstasy — according to the Division of Alcoholic Beverages and Tobacco.

Immediately after catching the employer in the act, the ATF issued an Emergency Suspension Order against the notoriouslyhip liquor license, due to an immediate danger to the health, safety and welfare of the general public.

The owner of Bury's can request an appeal hearing, according to a news release.

"If you have built castles in the air, your work need not be lost; that is where they should be, Not put foundations under them." Henry David Thoreau
Thrash bash seeking axe god

"We could have gone anywhere. We chose Florida International University."

Sister's disability sparks passion

Fientras

FUI's University Graduate School offers more than 100 degree programs at the master's, doctoral and certificate levels ranging from creative writing, business and education to the sciences, engineering and health professions. FUI is among the top 25 best values in public higher education in the country, according to Kiplinger's Personal Finance magazine's 2008 survey.

The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching ranks FUI a research university. It is the highest research activity category in their prestigious classification system. FUI is among the young universities ever to be awarded a chapter of Phi Kappa Phi, the nation's oldest and most distinguished academy honor society.

Visit gridschool.fiu.edu to see what some of our students say about FUI's graduate programs.

Broward Community College

You'll be gobsmacked by the low cost of a high-quality education at Broward Community College.

You have your word.

Get your degree from BCC. Day, night, weekend and online classes are available.
Just trying to be a Good Samaritan," "Good Samaritan" later tracked down Struckhoff to apologize for the mishap.

"Yeah, he had no clue we were shooting," Struckhoff confirmed. "He was just trying to help out.

Dealing with impromptu disasters is one of the realities of creation of politically charged pieces, although the case of Poli Sci film is more paradise than purgatory in the view of the administrators.

"The movie is kind of a mockery of the Engels-Smith campaign and how they've plagiarized their faces everywhere," Struckhoff said, referring to SLU hopefuls: Brit Engels and Austin Smith, "If you're a UCSF student, you can probably participate in the festival.

The filmmakers — consisting of engineering mechanical engineering major Austin Remington, design majors Will Reliet and Chad Rhode, psychology major Drew Hampson, and film majors Alex and Blair Remington — are entering Poli Sci in Campus MovieFest.

"I actually found out about the festival," Garcia said, "I was walking for a second through the Math Library paper and saw an ad for it. It called Sam's over.

Struckhoff captioned the image of Garcia's enthusiasm with a quote:

"He showed up at my dorm, and I had some paper around," Struckhoff said. "It was pretty pumped." Garcia was introduced to the idea of making a short film, Garcia said, by her political science major and artistic aspect of entering the festival.

"This is the first time a Florida public school has participated in the festival," he said. "That's pretty big.

Remington also saw the ad in the Palmer and decided to pursue the opportunity.

"I saw it in the paper, and we wanted to do it," Remington said. "Then I found out that Sam and Keegan saw it in the paper, wanted to do it as well, and it all just came together." Remington said.

Touted as, "the world's largest student film festival," Campus MovieFest gives budding filmmakers an opportunity to pursue their passion and showcase their creativity.

Unlike most film festivals where contestants provide their own equipment, MovieFest applicants are loaned an Apple laptop, a digital camcorder and given a week to create a five-minute feature.

"We had deadlines to work with," Garcia said, "But I think it's beneficial.

Rhode said, "It forces you to really focus and organize. Without the deadline, we'd just sit around talking about.

In addition to having their work showcased, local winners of the festival are awarded iPods and annual memberships to Blockbuster Video. At the higher regional level, winners can take home Apple computers, Sony camcorders and DVD players. The national winning team, however, will take home a grand prize of $20,000.

Despite the impressive prize catalog, the team is taking a ladaical approach to the idea of winning.

"We've got all the will, I'm really feeling for everyone else," Struckhoff said with a sly smile, "We win, I'm changing my major.

Joking aside, the team enjoyed the camaraderie that comes with working on a film crew.

"It's so much fun to do," Struckhoff said. "Just bundle around the cameras and watch what we're shooting.

Rhode agreed with Struckhoff.

"The best part is the hysterical laughter that comes from doing this things," he said. "The way our personalities reflect from this project is just great!"

In addition to having fun while creating the project, the team was thrilled with the opportunity to participate in the festival.

"This is just something we've always wanted to do," Struckhoff said. "We had no reason not to.

Rhode nodded and agreed with his fellow director. "Absolutely," he said with a smile, "you've just got to grab the film!"
The UC F Basketball team ended its stay at the UCF Arena, as well as the home games of forwards Josh Peppers, Lowell Payne and center Asian Gill, in style on Senior Night. The Knights (16-10 overall, 6-3 Conference USA) defeated East Carolina, 87-74.

Fittingly, Peppers and Payne led the team with 25 and 17 points, respectively. “It was a great night tonight,” Peppers said.

Peppers and a couple of free throws by junior guard Ben Duffy helped the Knights pull even in the first half.

Peppers responded on Senior Night by scoring UCF’s last nine points of the night. The Knights went into the intermission ahead 40-35. Peppers was 7-for-7 from the field in the first half for 21 points, Bergman said.

That night, Peppers was also named to the Conference USA All-District Team and received the award for Most Valuable Player of the season with a perfect record in Conference USA play.

Peppers’ on-the-field performance was rewarded when UCF coach Jay Bergman said that he had been “special” for UCF in his estimation, the purist, but according to Bergman, it was not an enjoyable game for the Knights.

Peppers’ 21 points were followed by two free throws by sophomore forward Gabe Blair to put UCF ahead 41-29. Peppers made a low throw that skidded past Romano to score.

UConn coach Jim Calhoun said that his team was a little more focused in their entire career, Bergman said. “I was not an enjoyable game for us,” Bergman said.

From there, Peppers put up a 3-pointer for a basket with about seven minutes left.

Sophomore Mitch Houck stepped up for UCF again with a 3-pointer from above the backcourt and missed two free throws.

The Tigers (27-3 overall, 16-0 C-USA) continued. “In that last inning: ‘They started hitting the ball a little better than they were last night. Unfortunately, we couldn’t get good by playing that way, either,’” Bergman said. “I think it was the most focused I’ve ever seen in my heart.”
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**Knights lose first game in C-USA Championship**

**NATHAN CURTIS**

The Golden Knights' season came to a screeching halt Sunday afternoon when SMU defeated UCF 3-2 in the first round of the Conference USA Tournament. The Knights actually held a 2-0 lead going into the top of the sixth inning, but the Mustangs scored two runs to tie the game and eventually went on to win.

The Knights actually held early in the game, but unfortunately the Mustangs scored two runs to tie the game and eventually went on to win.

**Tennis streak extends with win over UTEP**

**MELISA HETZER**

The UCF Women's Tennis team went 2-0 Thursday and Friday, defeating Eastern Michigan 5-2 and Florida Atlantic 6-3. After a 4-0 start to the season, the Knights have won their last three matches, improving their record to 4-3 on the season.

UCF earned the first two doubles points with wins by both the No. 1 and No. 2 spots. Anna Yakimchenko and Alisya Lockett earned the first point for the Knights with an 8-3 win over Yana Aslanova and Krista Beigart. Yana Fastovskaya while Ksenia Bolshova and Victoria Mclaughlin earned the second doubles point and Alisya Estrada and Adrianna Mclaughlin 8-2.

In Friday's match against UTEP, the Knights kicked things off with three all-conference singles players, Sermei and Yakimchenko, Petrakhina, and Etkin, and Cann and Gordon each earned victories against the Rattlers. In singles competition, the Knights also took five of six singles matches.

Winners included in Saturday's cheer and Sunday's but were not available by the end of the weekend.

**Womens Tennis**

The UCF Women's Tennis team kicked off the weekend as they went 2-0 this week as they hosted the UCF Invitational Saturday and Sunday.

The Knights earned eight top finishes and defeated both Eastern Michigan and Florida Atlantic.

Senior Layton Green broke the 1,000 career points mark with a total of 1,104.

Junior Elizabeth Taylor scored the 2,000 career milestone on Saturday.

Sophomore Morgan Holzinger placed in the top 10 and last in the 400-meter dash with a personal best of 55.89.

Junior Janielle Brown overcame physical and emotional challenges and set a personal best of 1st place in the 100-meter dash.

Sophomore Morgan Holzinger placed 10th in the 100-meter dash and 5th in the 200-meter dash.

In the 1,500-meter competition, sophomore Jamie Bickford took top honors with a time of 5:06.34.

In the long jump competition, sophomore midfielder Kate Sullivan jumped 1.500-meter to give her a personal best in the top spot in the first six minutes of the meet.

The Mustangs' offensive power was on display with a loss led by two players.

Sophomore goalie Todd had a goal-high 24 saves and her teammate, goalkeeper Kody Cobb, added another 39 saves to the Mustangs' cause.

SMU shot 62-percent from the floor, the second highest in the nation.

The Knights actually held a 2-0 lead at halftime, but the Mustangs scored two runs to tie the game and eventually went on to win.

**Duffy's 4 hits lead Knights to win**

**Duffy's 4 hits lead Knights to win**

The UCF Men's Baseball team went 2-0 this week ending their season with two wins.

Saturday's win against USF was a 4-3 victory over Marshall (12-18 overall, 7-9 C-USA), avenging a road loss to the Miners earlier this season.

The Knights men on first and second with only one out.

Colin Kinnon hit a run-scoring ground­­-­out to third baseman, Mike Cook, and the Knights complexion to score the second run of the inning.

A fly by Tyson Ahart, Hartman was on the field in the bottom of the ninth, but Romans grounded into a double play to end the game.

In the second half of the game, Casale, but then was able to strike out John Dennis on a full count with the bases loaded.

After taking those runs back in the top and bottom of the seventh inning, UCF starter Ryan English was pulled for Derek Aldrich. Aldrich walked the first batter, Carlos, but then was able to strike out John Dennis on a full count with the bases loaded.

In the second half of the game, Romans drove in a run with a single, breaking the 1-1 tie.

The Knights are 19-12 overall, 10-8 C-USA)

In singles play; each team won three of the eight singles matches.

In doubles competition, the Knights' pair of Yana Parfenyuk with victories at both the No. 1 and No. 2 spots.

The Golden Knights' sea­son came to an end over UTEP on Saturday.

The Knights managed to make eight points for Houston (1-0 overall, 0-0 C-USA), which managed to hold four points until the end.

Steve Johnson led UTPC 6-1 overall and 3-0 in C-USA)

Johnson was 37-9 in singles and 22-9 in doubles.

The Knights are 19-12 overall, 10-8 C-USA)

The Golden Eagles produced an even more lopsided victory, downing UCF 8-1.

Courtney Bryant scored 17 points for the Eagles, Gail Oskin and Suaada Jabangwe each added 10 points.

The Knights produced an even more lopsided victory, downing UCF 8-1.

Courtney Bryant scored 17 points for the Eagles, Gail Oskin and Suaada Jabangwe each added 10 points.

The Knights are 19-12 overall, 10-8 C-USA)

In doubles, the Knights were unable to score but were able to score the second run of the game.

The Knights scored one run in the ninth, but were unable to score a game-winning run.

The Knights scored one run in the ninth, but were unable to score a game-winning run.

The Knights are 19-12 overall, 10-8 C-USA)
Peppers’ 25 points leads UCF

Peppers scored seven points over the last three minutes and helped stretch the lead to 68-52 with 3:30 remaining. Billings, who had scored only 21 points in the last 22 games, finished the game with seven points in 23 minutes and grabbed a season-high 13 rebounds from the crowd as he checked out one of those triples remaining.

“I would talk to (Billings),” Payne said, “I would say, ‘you’re younger, you don’t really know (college level) and actually how it goes.’” Payne said Billings and him (funder college) transfers have an advantage over freshmen. “I’m him and he both know just go prime to the basket and put it in there, don’t they can’t do that.”

Next week with the game finale is it was done, there was one more game.

Peppers is seven with UCF since the 2004-2005 season and played all 13 games in the UCF lineup in the past.

UCF has won seven in a row.

Billings could put 3 points out of 7 rebounds in the final game.

UCF casual Walter on Friday night.

Peppers said he is excited about the energy that is coming to games. That’s a foundation for us to build on, for sure.”

The evening started with the crowd chanting “Thank you, seniors” as well as “Please sign him.”

Speraw has spent 14 seasons as the coach of UCF and is in the last year of his contract. He knows exactly what is going on with his situation, but says he is going to stay.

The Knights will return to action March 10-11 as they head to Greenville N.C. for a three-game series against East Carolina. The series marks the end of the regular season.

The Logan Doctor of Chiropractic program includes extensive study in science, physiotherapy, nutrition, radiology, clinical sciences, chiropractic techniques, business training and extensive clinical rotations.

Logan students receive all this and more:

• Sports Rehab
• General Practice
• Neurology
• Geriatrics
• Orthopedics
• Radiology
• Acupuncture
• Personal Injury

Contact Logan University of www.logan.edu for an info packet to your future as a Doctor of Chiropractic.

Every Night 10pm-Close

Join the “Knights”

Pepper’s Happy Hour

Featuring

1/2 Price Appetizers & Drinks*

Applebee’s

3oz Brewtus 2.25

All Day - Every Day! Every Night!

*The Staff Liqueurs, Shooters, Specialty Drinks, Appetizer Sampler and 20% Off Wines excluded.
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A back packing tuition increase

No doubt about UCF administrators’ decision that the proposed Academic Enhancement Program was cleared up last week, with several students who had been against it would support it if it worked at the University of Florida.

The program has been a controversial issue here, but for any student who hasn’t heard of it, here’s the gist. UCF has decided that it has to ask to take examinations that it is an Academic Enhancement Program. But maybe it’s taking the wrong way, not as I continue to think. Think about it, no more tuition. Instead, we’ll be just making “Bright Futures” or Florida Prepaid a winner in what they call students’ pockets.

There has been a lot of student opposition here, and I must give credit to Erick Elmore and Austin uitlising the freedom of speech. Students in Florida Prepaid won’t be able to get in, it’s tuition each session. But this isn’t a just a small number of students. Bright Futures or Florida Prepaid won’t cover the fees.

Unfortunately, many other students wouldn’t be able to come on watch out. I hope that Hilt and his colleagues do continue to make sure that they would be taking away thousands of Floridians.

Finally, let me state something to the students who may think that they are the backbones of the University of Florida. It is not disrespectful to ask questions and raise doubts. It would be more troubling than even the Academic Enhancement Program that they have made during my time at UCF, and I’m very happy to have had the chance to attend this university.

But when they make those kinds of decisions, those that make me question if they have the best interests of the students in mind. I think that’s the responsibility of each and every student to question the administration publicly.

This program was specifically designed to make sure that the extra money was not coming from your pocket. As mentioned before, it was created by Bright Futures, a program that makes thousands of students to attend college when they couldn’t have afforded it otherwise. I know I would have struggled if I had not been for my Bright Futures scholarship, so I probably wouldn’t have been able to get in.

Parents” behavior was nothing new, and that’s perfectly fine.

This letter in response to the reader’s view “UCF Salk’s behavior...” by Angela An first of all, as a Korean-American and as a spectator at the football stadium between UCF and the University of Miami, I would like to say that I did not see any form of racial taunting on the line done by the Rowdy Knights during the Knights’ game.

Secondly I question you, Angela, have there been few or no prior instances at UCF. It’s bad enough that we have a great athletics program here at UCF but then there have been no uneducated ones even now.

If you have ever been a basketball or football game, you have seen the gorillas, batman man, or various other costumed characters taunting the opposing team.

These students have a扒的 and love for their school. Here you never hear the entire basketball arena scream “YOU SUCK!” or hear heckles from a student section about a particular team player in-treating with their coach.

If we could have a hundred or so more Rowdy Knights (minus the dorky ones who are accounting for free-throws and when we’re on offense), UCF would finally be able to have a more competitive team and make the Florida officials so leschingly wants to achieve.

Fans’ behavior was nothing new, and that’s perfectly fine. They areBiu as Angelina Smith for being at the forefront of opposition. It does doubt about the Academic Enhancement Program.

This article was written by some who are studying at Florida State University. Yes, we have been to a point where we are healthy and to some extent things have come.

This article has been very much stormy students who may have been brought up in these areas that we consider the “ghetto.”

It becomes natural then that many of us here at Florida State University.

Lucy Borseth

The Florida Times Union

Failing to take care of our boys

I n our Feb. 23 issue, we wrote about the Florida Times Union’s health care system is worthy disused.
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This is the first of a two-part Wednesdays and will run on Wednesday and Thursday.
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CROWNE PLAZA

The Crowne Plaza Orange is seeking highly motivated individuals with aggressive hospitality skills to join our team. If you're passionate about service, then please join us to be part of our exceptional team!

We are currently accepting applications for the following positions:

- F&B Director
- Front Desk Agents
- Housekeepers
- Maintenance Technicians (PT)
- Room Attendants (PT)
- Housekeepers
- Bartenders
- Hosts
- Server (PT)
- Chef de Partie (PT)
- Executive Chef (PT)
- Sous Chef (PT)
- Pastry Chef (PT)
- Food & Beverage Manager
- Executive Chef

Apply online or email: humanresources@crowneplazaorlando.com

EOE

WE民間Wild IS NOW HIRING!

The Following Positions:

- Lifeguard-Neptune Towers-Beach Rentals-Carousel -Food & Beverage-Open Positions - Office & Resort Areas
- Camp Counselors

Great Benefits Including:

- Free Admission to the Same Beach Improvement as a Competitor
- Full Benefits during the Season
- Paid Training
- Paid Time Off
- Free Beach Parties
- Regular Season Parking

Apply Online:

Call Jeff: 407-885-3400
Email: HumanResources@webeachwild.com

WeBeachWild/OrangeBeachJobs

OUTBACK STEAKHOUSE®

OPENING SOON • OVIEDO

The Aussie Theme Restaurant Known for fun, food and Great People will be opening soon.

Now Hiring Experienced Cooks & Motivated Kitchen Help

Apply in Person

Hiring Hours Monday - Friday 10:00 am - 6:00 pm
Saturday 10:00 am - 3:00 pm

At our Hiring Trailer in front of our building

67 EAST MITCHELL HAMMACK ROAD

INTRODUCTION OF ALABAYA AND MITCHELL HAMMACK ROAD IN THE LA FITNESS CENTER

For Opportunities Inquire

Career Seekers!

Learn why we’re an employer of choice for thousands of people. We offer you an opportunity to grow your sales career in a professional environment. HBC was recognized by the Orlando Sentinel as one of the Top 100 Companies in Central Florida in 2006. Our strong unity is a key strength that sets us apart. Our HBC family is thriving.

HBC is a thriving global company with more than 24 years experience working with Fortune 500 companies. We are looking for dynamic and motivated sales professionals like you!

Business-to-Business Appointment Setting
Inside Sales and Customer Service Consultants

Apply online at www.precent.com or call 407-682-HIRE for more information.
HUGE private bedrooms & private bathrooms
LARGE walk-in closets
Individual leases
High-speed internet & cable television included

Fully furnished units
Full-size washer & dryer in each unit
Tanning bed
Fitness center
Less than one mile to UCF

THE BEST STUDENT LIVING

THE VILLAGE AT SCIENCE DRIVE
407.384.7080
2913 Einstein Way
thevillageatsciencedrive.com

THE VILLAGE AT ALAFAYA CLUB
407.482.9990
3100 Alafaya Club Drive
thevillageatalafayacleub.com

Owned and professionally managed by AMERICAN CAMPUS COMMUNITIES
737-0923

Accounting Clerk needed. Exp. preferred. Earn up to $9-$10.50/hr.
www.team-tj.com · or
Needs · male ·

The Florida Elks Youth Camp · Duties · Must be detail oriented, good
Trainee. No experience ·
4th-July 21st. Please contact Krys ·

Develop and Enhance your:
Decision Making ·
Large 4/2 located on
UCF 10mins.

1-Bedroom by a 4 @ PepsiCo Connection, All utilities included! Includes: Internet, cable, unlimited meals. Furnished large room w/ economic utilities and internet included. Must be clean and quiet! No time for drama! Rent is $445 + 1/3 utilities. Call Crystal 815-378-3786.

Call ASP 407-862-8785 ·
www.workforcostudents.com

BRAND NEW!
LUXURY STUDENT Community

DESIGNER LEATHER FURNITURE PACKAGE
NOW LEASING FOR FALL 2007!
407-277-3422
JEFFERSONVILLAGEUCF.COM

SUDOKU

ROSSWALK

MOVE IN 9/15
move in for 9/15 ·
$385/mo. + 1/2 utilities.

SUGAR CREEK

MOVE IN 9/15
move in for 9/15 ·
$500/mo incl. util.

JERSEY GROVE

MOVE IN 9/15
move in for 9/15 ·
$483/mo. + 1/2 utilities.

CAMELBACK

Starts at $450/mo utll.

DEER RUN

Starts at $500/mo incl. util.

FURNISHED ROOM W/ ECONOMIC UTILITIES AND INTERNET INCLUDED.

www.AmericanKidzAdoption.com

www.ROOMMATES.com

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

www.stjohns.university/rentalinfo
407-384-8626
Less than 1 mile from UCF! • Friendly Staff! • Great Neighbors!

www.boardwalkapts.net • info@boardwalkapts.net
fax: 407-384-8094
Located 8/10 of a mile from UCF!

Reserve Your Suite Today!

Boardwalk Amenities...
SUPER KITCHEN • FULLY FURNISHED
Largest Rooms & Living Areas!
Self-cleaning oven, ice-maker refrigerator,
Microwave, Dishwasher, Utility room with full sized
washer and dryer
Alarm system & keyed deadbolts on all doors,
Full-sized bed, dresser with mirror and end table
4 Private full bathrooms, Computer Desk and chair

The lifestyle and amenities that
Make college life a breeze...

100 Riverwind Way • Oviedo, FL 32765

Fully Furnished
Luxury!

Great Location for UCF

Super Tanning Capsule!

Reserve Your Suite Today!

RIVERWIND
at Alafaya Trail

WHAT RESIDENTS SAY:
"Community features are excel-
lent, and there are
extracurricular
activities going on
all the time."
"I've lived in River-
wind for three
years and it's been
a pleasure. There's
no other collegiate
complex I rather
live at."